If you’re looking for a unique way to create a lasting legacy and help to further our mission, inscribe a dedication on our Periodic Table of Legacies. Imagine your company, foundation or family enjoying the recognition and honor of your name as one of the periodic elements. It’s a unique way to honor a special student, alumnus, faculty member, or even yourself!

USciences is proud to display our Periodic Table on campus in the lobby of McNeil Science and Technology Center (STC), where these special tributes provide a lasting memory and have a lasting impact on the University.

Limited elements are left to choose from, so reserve yours today!

NEW ELEMENTS TO CHOOSE FROM

SOLD OUT ELEMENTS

SAMPLE INSCRIPTIONS:

LEE RIVARD
Diana Lee Chang, Ph.D. ’86
Eileen Lee, Chong, ’81
Leland Lee, ’73
Linda Lee Rivard, ’76
James Rivard, ’71

ISRAEL
Aaron Israel, ’73
Marc Kramer, Israel, ’72
Christina Dalmdy-Isreal, Ph.D. ’81
Beth C. Israel, Ph.D. ’71
Payment may be made by returning this form and a check made payable to "University of the Sciences" or by including a credit card number below. Please call 215.596.8549 with any questions.

Number of tiles ______ x $1,000 = $ ________

- [ ] Total amount enclosed
- [ ] I wish to pay for my tile(s) in:
  - [ ] 2 installments
  - [ ] 4 installments

Please note that any tiles purchased through the installment plan will not be displayed until the full amount has been received by the University.

NAME OF PURCHASER

If multiple contributors are donating to the purchase of a single tile, please enter the name of the primary contact person above and include a list of the individual donors with their contribution amounts.

PHONE NUMBER

EMAIL ADDRESS

CREDIT CARD TYPE:

- [ ] VISA
- [ ] MASTERCARD
- [ ] AMERICAN EXPRESS

NAME ON CARD

ADDRESS

CARD NUMBER

EXPIRATION DATE SECURITY CODE

Choose Your Element

ELEMENT—FIRST CHOICE

ELEMENT—SECOND CHOICE

While all efforts will be made to honor your choice of elements, we cannot guarantee that you will receive those selected.

Tile Text

Last Name (will be listed on first line of tile):

Text on tile (maximum of five lines):

Examples

28

SMITH

John Smith, P '64
Mary Jones Smith, P '65
Julie Smith Jones, PT '96
Andrew Jones, PT '96
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JONES

John Jones, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry 1975-1999
A legacy of love and support for science and students

Return To

University of the Sciences
Institutional Advancement, Box 54
600 South 43rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104-4495

Office of Institutional Advancement
PHONE: 215.895.1171 or 888.857.6264
E-MAIL: give@usciences.edu
WEB: Giving: usciences.edu/give
Alumni Relations: usciences.edu/alumni